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This book constitutes the proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Engineering Psychology and Cognitive
Ergonomics, EPCE 2017, held in Vancouver, Canada, in July 2017. HCII 2017 received a total of 4340 submissions, of
which 1228 papers were accepted for publication after a careful reviewing process. The papers thoroughly cover the
entire field of Human-Computer Interaction, addressing major advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in a
variety of application areas. The two volumes set of EPCE 2017 presents 58 papers which are organized in the following
topical sections: cognition and design, cognition in aviation and space, cognition and driving, mental workload and
performance, psychological and emotional issues in interaction, situation awareness and control.
This book was developed to help researchers and practitioners select measures to be used in the evaluation of
human/machine systems. The book begins with an overview of the steps involved in developing a test to measure human
performance. This is followed by a definition of human performance and a review of human performance measures.
Another section defines situational awareness with reviews of situational awareness measures. For both the performance
and situational awareness sections, each measure is described, along with its strengths and limitations, data
requirements, threshold values, and sources of further information. To make this reference easier to use, extensive
author and subject indices are provided. Features Provides a short engineering tutorial on experimental design Offers
readily accessible information on human performance and situational awareness (SA) measures Presents general
description of the measure Covers data collection, reduction, and analysis requirements Details the strengths and
limitations or restrictions of each measure, including proprietary rights or restrictions
The integration of drones into society has attracted unprecedented attention throughout the world. The change, for
aviation, has been described as being equally as big as the arrival of the jet engine. This book examines the issues that
surround this change, for our society and the legal frameworks that preserve our way of life. Drones in Society takes the
uninitiated on a journey to understand the history of drones, the present day and the potential future in order to demystify
the media hype. Written in an accessible style, Drones in Society will appeal to a broad range of interested readerships,
among them students, safety regulators, government employees, airspace regulators, insurance brokers and
underwriters, risk managers, lawyers, privacy groups and the Remotely Piloted Aircraft System (RPAS) industry
generally. In a world first, this book is a light and interesting read; being both relatable and memorable while discussing
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complex matters of privacy, international law and the challenges ahead for us all.
There is increasing interest in the potential of UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) and MAV (Micro Air Vehicle) technology
and their wide ranging applications including defence missions, reconnaissance and surveillance, border patrol, disaster
zone assessment and atmospheric research. High investment levels from the military sector globally is driving research
and development and increasing the viability of autonomous platforms as replacements for the remotely piloted vehicles
more commonly in use. UAV/UAS pose a number of new challenges, with the autonomy and in particular collision
avoidance, detect and avoid, or sense and avoid, as the most challenging one, involving both regulatory and technical
issues. Sense and Avoid in UAS: Research and Applications covers the problem of detect, sense and avoid in UAS
(Unmanned Aircraft Systems) in depth and combines the theoretical and application results by leading academics and
researchers from industry and academia. Key features: Presents a holistic view of the sense and avoid problem in the
wider application of autonomous systems Includes information on human factors, regulatory issues and navigation,
control, aerodynamics and physics aspects of the sense and avoid problem in UAS Provides professional, scientific and
reliable content that is easy to understand, and Includes contributions from leading engineers and researchers in the field
Sense and Avoid in UAS: Research and Applications is an invaluable source of original and specialised information. It
acts as a reference manual for practising engineers and advanced theoretical researchers and also forms a useful
resource for younger engineers and postgraduate students. With its credible sources and thorough review process,
Sense and Avoid in UAS: Research and Applications provides a reliable source of information in an area that is fast
expanding but scarcely covered.
"This 10-volume compilation of authoritative, research-based articles contributed by thousands of researchers and
experts from all over the world emphasized modern issues and the presentation of potential opportunities, prospective
solutions, and future directions in the field of information science and technology"--Provided by publisher.
This book focuses on the importance of human factors in the development of reliable and safe unmanned systems. It
discusses current challenges such as how to improve perceptual and cognitive abilities of robots, develop suitable
synthetic vision systems, cope with degraded reliability of unmanned systems, predict robotic behavior in case of a loss
of communication, the vision for future soldier-robot teams, human-agent teaming, real-world implications for humanrobot interaction, and approaches to standardize both display and control of technologies across unmanned systems.
Based on the AHFE 2016 International Conference on Human Factors in Robots and Unmanned Systems, held on July
27-31, 2016, in Walt Disney World®, Florida, USA, this book is expected to foster new discussion and stimulate new
ideas towards the development of more reliable, safer, and functional devices for carrying out automated and concurrent
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tasks.
This book was developed to help researchers and practitioners select measures to be used in the evaluation of
human/machine systems. The book includes definitions of human workload and a review of measures. Each measure is
described, along with its strengths and limitations, data requirements, threshold values, and sources of further
information. To make this reference easier to use, extensive author and subject indices are provided. Features Offers
readily accessible information on workload measures Presents general description of the measure Covers data
collection, reduction, and analysis requirements Details the strengths and limitations or restrictions of each measure,
including proprietary rights or restrictions Provides validity and reliability data as available
The fourth edition of the Handbook of Human Factors and Ergonomicshas been completely revised and updated. This
includes allexisting third edition chapters plus new chapters written to covernew areas. These include the following
subjects: Managing low-back disorder risk in the workplace Online interactivity Neuroergonomics Office ergonomics
Social networking HF&E in motor vehicle transportation User requirements Human factors and ergonomics in aviation
Human factors in ambient intelligent environments As with the earlier editions, the main purpose of this handbookis to
serve the needs of the human factors and ergonomicsresearchers, practitioners, and graduate students. Each chapter
hasa strong theory and scientific base, but is heavily focused on realworld applications. As such, a significant number of
case studies,examples, figures, and tables are included to aid in theunderstanding and application of the material
covered.
The commonly used terms, "unmanned" or "uninhabited," are misleading in the context of remotely operated vehicles. In
the case of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), there are many people involved on the ground ranging from those
operating the vehicle from a ground control station, to the people coordinating multiple UAVs in an air operations or air
traffic control center. The complexity of remote vehicle operations is also often underestimated and seen as a simple
navigation task, neglecting the more complex functions associated with remote camera operations, data gathering, and
even weapons activity. In addition, trends in the military and civilian sectors involving reduced staffing, increased number
of vehicles to control, and integration with other operations are associated with critical human factors issues. For
example, the integration of UAVs with manned aircraft in the national airspace poses numerous human factors
challenges. In summary, though these vehicles may be unmanned they are not unoperated, unsupervised, or
uncontrolled. The role of the human in these systems is critical and raises a number of human factors research and
design issues ranging from multiple vehicle control and adaptive automation to spatial disorientation and synthetic vision.
The purpose of this book is to highlight the pressing human factors issues associated with remotely operated vehicles
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and to showcase some of the state of the art human-oriented research and design that speaks to these issues. In this
book the human components of the "unmanned" system take center stage compared to the vehicle technology that often
captures immediate attention.
This book focuses on novel design and systems engineering approaches, including theories and best practices, for
promoting a better integration of people and engineering systems. It covers a range of hot topics related to: development
of activity-centered and user-centered systems; interface design and human-computer interaction; usability and user
experience; cooperative, participatory and contextual models; emergent properties of human behavior; innovative
materials in manufacturing, and many more. Particular emphasis is placed on applications in sports, healthcare, and
medicine. The book, which gathers selected papers presented at the 1st International Conference on Human Systems
Engineering and Design: Future Trends and Applications (IHSED 2018), held on October 25-27, 2018, at CHU-Université
de Reims Champagne-Ardenne, France, provides researchers, practitioners and program managers with a snapshot of
the state-of-the-art and current challenges in the field of human systems engineering and design.
Aviation Law and Policy Series # 19 The incursion of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) is radically reshaping the future
of international civil aviation. As the civil uses of UAS increase and the technology matures in parallel, questions around
the associated legal implications remain unanswered, even in such fundamental legal regimes of international civil
aviation as airspace, aircraft, international air navigation, international air transport, and safety. This book – the first to
consider international law and regulations to cross-border civil flights of UAS – explores current legal and regulatory
frameworks from the perspective of how they may facilitate the operations of UAS. The author, a well-known air law
practitioner and diplomat, identifies the legal challenges and proposes sound, well-informed measures to tackle those
challenges. The book explores comprehensively the means of incorporating UAS within the arena of air law while
stimulating further research and debate on the topic. Analysis of the cross-border operations of UAS focuses on aspects
relevant to their immediate future, and address such questions as the following: What processes are currently in place?
What factors require attention? What aspects particularly influence the future of UAS? Is the current international legal
framework adequate to ensure the operation and development of UAS while preserving high levels of safety? How will
artificial intelligence impact the civil operations of UAS? The author’s analyses draw on relevant initiatives in existing and
proposed Standards and Recommended Practices for the operation of UAS on cross-border flights, as well as States’
regulation of UAS within their national airspace. Also described are the main bilateral and multilateral air services and
transport agreements with respect to their application to the operation of UAS. Given the escalating need to adopt a
comprehensive international regulatory framework for the operation of UAS aimed at facilitating its safe and efficient
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integration – even as the technology advances and continues to outpace law while the potential for incidents involving
UAS grows – this book is well timed to meet the challenge for States and International Civil Aviation Organization and
airspace planners. Its innovative approaches to the management of the air traffic safety and security of UAS are sure to
influence the development of regulations for civil UAS. The book will be welcomed by aviation regulators, interested
international and regional organisations, research organisations, aviation lawyers, and academics in international law and
air law.
This book discusses the latest advances in research and development, design, operation and analysis of transportation
systems and their complementary infrastructures. It reports on both theories and case studies on road and rail, aviation
and maritime transportation. Further, it covers a wealth of topics, from accident analysis, vehicle intelligent control, and
human-error and safety issues to next-generation transportation systems, model-based design methods, simulation and
training techniques, and many more. A special emphasis is placed on smart technologies and automation in transport,
and on the user-centered, ergonomic and sustainable design of transport systems. The book, which is based on the
AHFE 2019 International Conference on Human Factors in Transportation, held on July 24-28, 2019, in Washington D.C.,
USA, mainly addresses the needs of transportation system designers, industrial designers, human–computer interaction
researchers, civil and control engineers, as well as vehicle system engineers. Moreover, it represents a timely source of
information for transportation policy-makers and social scientists whose work involves traffic safety, management, and
sustainability issues in transport.
This book draws inspiration from natural shepherding, whereby a farmer utilizes sheepdogs to herd sheep, to inspire a
scalable and inherently human friendly approach to swarm control. The book discusses advanced artificial intelligence
(AI) approaches needed to design smart robotic shepherding agents capable of controlling biological swarms or robotic
swarms of unmanned vehicles. These smart shepherding agents are described with the techniques applicable to the
control of Unmanned X Vehicles (UxVs) including air (unmanned aerial vehicles or UAVs), ground (unmanned ground
vehicles or UGVs), underwater (unmanned underwater vehicles or UUVs), and on the surface of water (unmanned
surface vehicles or USVs). This book proposes how smart ‘shepherds’ could be designed and used to guide a swarm of
UxVs to achieve a goal while ameliorating typical communication bandwidth issues that arise in the control of multi agent
systems. The book covers a wide range of topics ranging from the design of deep reinforcement learning models for
shepherding a swarm, transparency in swarm guidance, and ontology-guided learning, to the design of smart swarm
guidance methods for shepherding with UGVs and UAVs. The book extends the discussion to human-swarm teaming by
looking into the real-time analysis of human data during human-swarm interaction, the concept of trust for human-swarm
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teaming, and the design of activity recognition systems for shepherding. Presents a comprehensive look at humanswarm teaming; Tackles artificial intelligence techniques for swarm guidance; Provides artificial intelligence techniques
for real-time human performance analysis.
"As the effort to demonstrate the viability and effectiveness of Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) systems continues, there
is an increasing demand for improved total system performance; specifically, reduced mishap rates. The USAF MQ-1
and MQ-9 have produced lifetime mishap rates of 7.58 and 4.58 mishaps per 100,000 flight hours, respectively. To
improve the understanding of RPA mishap epidemiology, an analysis was completed on USAF MQ-1 and MQ-9 RPA
mishaps from 2006-2011. The dataset included 88 human error-related mishaps that were coded using the DoD Human
Factors Analysis and Classification System. The specific research question was: Do the types of active failures (unsafe
acts) and latent failures (preconditions, unsafe supervision, and organizational influences) differ between the MQ-1 and
MQ-9 when operated with the same Ground Control Station (GCS)? The single inclusion of Organizational Climate
(organizational influence) in the Level II logistic regression model suggests that there is not a statistically significant
difference in RPA-type mishaps with regard to human error. These results suggest that human performance
requirements should be coupled to the GCS and not aircraft type. The models have the promise to inform RPA
certification standards and future system designs."--Abstract.
One of the primary applications of human factors engineering is in the aviation domain, and the importance of human factors has never been
greater as U.S. and European authorities seek to modernize the air transportation system through the introduction of advanced automation.
This handbook provides regulators, practitioners, researchers, and educators a comprehensive resource for understanding and applying
human factors to air transportation.
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) have seen unprecedented levels of growth during the last decade in both military and civilian domains. It
is anticipated that civilian applications will be dominant in the future, although there are still barriers to be overcome and technical challenges
to be met. Integrating UAS into, for example, civilian space, navigation, autonomy, see-detect-and-avoid systems, smart designs, system
integration, vision-based navigation and training, to name but a few areas, will be of prime importance in the near future. This special volume
is the outcome of research presented at the International Symposium on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, held in Orlando, Florida, USA, from June
23-25, 2008, and presents state-of-the-art findings on topics such as: UAS operations and integration into the national airspace system; UAS
navigation and control; micro-, mini-, small UAVs; UAS simulation testbeds and frameworks; UAS research platforms and applications; UAS
applications. This book aims at serving as a guide tool on UAS for engineers and practitioners, academics, government agencies and
industry. Previously published in the Journal of Intelligent and Robotic Systems, 54 (1-3, 2009).
This book focuses on computational modeling and simulation research that advances the current state-of-the-art regarding human factors in
this area. It reports on cutting-edge simulators such as virtual and augmented reality, on multisensory environments, and on modeling and
simulation methods used in various applications, including surgery, military operations, occupational safety, sports training, education,
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transportation and robotics. Based on the AHFE 2018 International Conference on Human Factors in Simulation and Modeling, held on July
21–25, 2018, in Orlando, Florida, USA, the book serves as a timely reference guide for researchers and practitioners developing new
modeling and simulation tools for analyzing or improving human performance. It also offers a unique resource for modelers seeking insights
into human factors research and more feasible and reliable computational tools to foster advances in this exciting research field.
Eye witness testimony, training, driving, and display design: these are just a few of the real-world domains in which depend on undivided
attention. Emphasizing the link between theory and application, Applied Attention Theory provides a deep understanding of how theories of
attention, developed from laboratory-based psychological research, can inform our understanding of everyday human performance in a wide
number of applications and environments. The basic theories discussed concern divided, focused, and selective attention, and areas of
application include mental workload measurement, multi-tasking, distracted driving, complex display design, education, and the training of
attentional skills.
Human Factors Methods for Improving Performance in the Process Industries provides guidance for managers and plant engineering staff on
specific, practical techniques and tools for addressing forty different human factors issues impacting process safety. Human factors incidents
can result in injury and death, damage to the environment, fines, and business losses due to ruined batches, off-spec products, unplanned
shutdowns, and other adverse effects. Prevention of these incidents increases productivity and profits. Complete with examples, case
histories, techniques, and implementation methodologies, Human Factors Methods for Improving Performance in the Process Industries
helps managers and engineering staff design and execute an efficient program. Organized for topical reference, the book includes: An
overview on implementing a human factors program at the corporate level or the plant level, covering the business value, developing a
program to meet specific needs, improving existing systems, roles and responsibilities, measures of performance, and more Summaries of
forty different human factors relating to process safety, with a description of the tools, a practical example with graphics and visual aids, and
additional resources Information on addressing the OSHA Process Safety Management (PSM) requirement for conducting human factors
reviews in process hazard analyses (PHAs) A CD-ROM with a color version of the book Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of eBook file.
This book focuses on the importance of human factors in the development of safe and reliable robotic and unmanned systems. It discusses
current challenges, such as how to improve the perceptual and cognitive abilities of robots, develop suitable synthetic vision systems, cope
with degraded reliability in unmanned systems, and predict robotic behavior in relation to human activities. Further, it highlights potential
future human-robot and human-agent collaboration, suggesting real-world implications of and approaches for improving human-machine
interaction across unmanned systems. Based on the AHFE 2020 Virtual Conference on Human Factors in Robots, Drones and Unmanned
Systems, held on July 16–20, 2020, this book is intended to foster discussion and collaborations among researchers and practitioners, thus
stimulating new solutions for the development of reliable and safe, human-centered, highly functional devices to perform automated and
concurrent tasks.
A complete examination of issues and concepts relating to human factors in simulation, this book covers theory and application in space,
ships, submarines, naval aviation, and commercial aviation. The authors examine issues of simulation and their effect on the validity and
functionality of simulators as a training device. The chapters contain in d
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A human factors project on the use of nuclear by-product material to treat cancer using remotely operated afterloaders was
undertaken by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The purpose of the project was to identify factors that contribute to human
error in the system for remote afterloading brachytherapy (RAB). This report documents the findings from the second, third, fourth,
and fifth phases of the project, which involved detailed analyses of four major aspects of the RAB system linked to human error:
human-system interfaces; procedures and practices; training practices and policies; and organizational practices and policies,
respectively. Findings based on these analyses provided factual and conceptual support for the final phase of this project, which
identified factors leading to human error in RAB. The impact of those factors on RAB performance was then evaluated and
prioritized in terms of safety significance, and alternative approaches for resolving safety significant problems were identified and
evaluated.
Forming connections between human performance and design Engineering Psychology and Human Performance, 4e examines
human-machine interaction. The book is organized directly from the psychological perspective of human information processing.
The chapters generally correspond to the flow of information as it is processed by a human being--from the senses, through the
brain, to action--rather than from the perspective of system components or engineering design concepts. This book is ideal for a
psychology student, engineering student, or actual practitioner in engineering psychology, human performance, and human factors
Learning Goals Upon completing this book, readers should be able to: * Identify how human ability contributes to the design of
technology. * Understand the connections within human information processing and human performance. * Challenge the way
they think about technology's influence on human performance. * show how theoretical advances have been, or might be, applied
to improving human-machine interaction
Highlights the human components of Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems, their interactions with the technology and each other, and
the implications of human capabilities and limitations for the larger system Considers human factors issues associated with RPAS,
but within the context of a very large system of people, other vehicles, policy, safety concerns, and varying applications Chapters
have been contributed by world class experts in HSI and those with operational RPAS experience Considers unintended
consequences associated with taking a more myopic view of this system Examines implications for practice, policy, and research
Considers both civil and military aspects of RPAS
Human Factors of Remotely Operated VehiclesJai
This book focuses on the importance of human factors in the development of safe and reliable unmanned systems. It discusses
current challenges such as how to improve the perceptual and cognitive abilities of robots, develop suitable synthetic vision
systems, cope with degraded reliability in unmanned systems, predict robotic behavior in case of a loss of communication, the
vision for future soldier–robot teams, human–agent teaming, real-world implications for human–robot interaction, and approaches
to standardize both the display and control of technologies across unmanned systems. Based on the AHFE 2019 International
Conference on Human Factors in Robots and Unmanned Systems, held on July 24–28, 2019, Washington D.C., USA, this book
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fosters new discussions and stimulates new advances in the development of more reliable, safer, and highly functional devices for
carrying out automated and concurrent tasks.
This two-volume set was developed to help researchers and practitioners select measures to be used in the evaluation of
human/machine systems. It can also be used to supplement classes at both the undergraduate and graduate courses in
ergonomics, experimental psychology, human factors, human performance, measurement, and system test and evaluation.
Volume 1 of the handbook begins with an overview of the steps involved in developing a test to measure human performance,
workload, and/or situational awareness. This is followed by a definition of human performance and a review of human performance
measures. Situational Awareness is similarly treated in a subsequent chapter. Volume 2 presents a definition of workload and a
review of workload measures. Provides a short engineering tutorial on experimental design Offers readily accessible information
on human performance, workload, and situational awareness (SA) measures Presents general description of the measure Covers
data collection, reduction, and analysis requirement Details out the strengths and limitations or restrictions of each measure,
including any known proprietary rights or restrictions, as well as validity and reliability data
Soldier-robot teams will be an important component of future battle spaces, creating a complex but potentially more survivable and
effective combat force. The complexity of the battlefield of the future presents its own problems. The variety of robotic systems and
the almost infinite number of possible military missions create a dilemma for researchers who wish to predict human-robot
interactions (HRI) performance in future environments. Human-Robot Interactions in Future Military Operations provides an
opportunity for scientists investigating military issues related to HRI to present their results cohesively within a single volume. The
issues range from operators interacting with small ground robots and aerial vehicles to supervising large, near-autonomous
vehicles capable of intelligent battlefield behaviors. The ability of the human to 'team' with intelligent unmanned systems in such
environments is the focus of the volume. As such, chapters are written by recognized leaders within their disciplines and they
discuss their research in the context of a broad-based approach. Therefore the book allows researchers from differing disciplines
to be brought up to date on both theoretical and methodological issues surrounding human-robot interaction in military
environments. The overall objective of this volume is to illuminate the challenges and potential solutions for military HRI through
discussion of the many approaches that have been utilized in order to converge on a better understanding of this relatively
complex concept. It should be noted that many of these issues will generalize to civilian applications as robotic technology
matures. An important outcome is the focus on developing general human-robot teaming principles and guidelines to help both the
human factors design and training community develop a better understanding of this nascent but revolutionary technology. Much
of the research within the book is based on the Human Research and Engineering Directorate (HRED), U.S. Army Research
Laboratory (ARL) 5-year Army Technology Objective (ATO) research program. The program addressed HRI and teaming for both
aerial and ground robotic assets in conjunction with the U.S. Army Tank and Automotive Research and Development Center
(TARDEC) and the Aviation and Missile Development Center (AMRDEC) The purpose of the program was to understand HRI
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issues in order to develop and evaluate technologies to improve HRI battlefield performance for Future Combat Systems (FCS).
The work within this volume goes beyond the research results to encapsulate the ATO's findings and discuss them in a broader
context in order to understand both their military and civilian implications. For this reason, scientists conducting related research
have contributed additional chapters to widen the scope of the original research boundaries.
This is a comprehensive, but accessible text that introduces students to the fields of human factors and ergonomics. The book is
intended for undergraduate students, written from the psychological science perspective along with various pedagogical
components that will enhance student comprehension and learning. This book is ideal for those introductory courses that wish to
introduce students to the multifaceted areas of human factors and ergonomics along with practical knowledge the students can
apply in their own lives.
This book focuses on contemporary human factors issues within the design of soldier systems and describes how they are
currently being investigated and addressed by the U.S. Army to enhance soldier performance and effectiveness. Designing Soldier
Systems approaches human factors issues from three main perspectives. In the first section, Chapters 1-5 focus on complexity
introduced by technology, its impact on human performance, and how issues are being addressed to reduce cognitive workload. In
the second section, Chapters 6-10 concentrate on obstacles imposed by operational and environmental conditions on the
battlefield and how they are being mitigated through the use of technology. The third section, Chapters 11-21, is dedicated to
system design and evaluation including the tools, techniques and technologies used by researchers who design soldier systems to
overcome human physical and cognitive performance limitations as well as the obstacles imposed by environmental and
operations conditions that are encountered by soldiers. The book will appeal to an international multidisciplinary audience
interested in the design and development of systems for military use, including defense contractors, program management offices,
human factors engineers, human system integrators, system engineers, and computer scientists. Relevant programs of study
include those in human factors, cognitive science, neuroscience, neuroergonomics, psychology, training and education, and
engineering.
Process Safety Management and Human Factors: A Practitioner's Experiential Approach addresses human factors in process
safety management (PSM) from a reflective learning approach. The book is written by engineers and technical specialists who
spent the last 15-20 years of their professional career looking at behavioral-based safety, human factor research, and safety
culture development in organizations. It is a fundamental resource for operational, technical and safety managers in high-risk
industries who need to focus on personal and occupational safety management to prevent safety accidents. Real-life examples
illustrate how a good, effective understanding of human factors supports PSM and positive impacts on accident occurrence.
Covers the evolution and background of process safety management Shows how to integrate and augment process safety
management with operational excellence and health, safety and environment management systems Focuses on human factors in
process safety management Includes many real-life case studies from the collective experience of the book's authors
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Introduction to Unmanned Aircraft Systems is the editors’ response to their unsuccessful search for suitable university-level
textbooks on this subject. A collection of contributions from top experts, this book applies the depth of their expertise to identify
and survey the fundamentals of unmanned aircraft system (UAS) operations. Written from a nonengineering civilian operational
perspective, the book starts by detailing the history of UASs and then explores current technology and what is expected for the
future. Covering all facets of UAS elements and operation—including an examination of safety procedures and human factors—this
material gives readers a truly complete and practical understanding of what it takes to safely operate UASs for a variety of
missions in the National Airspace System. Topics covered include: The U.S. aviation regulatory system Certificate of authorization
process UAS for geospatial data Automation and autonomy in UAS Sensors and payloads With helpful end-of-chapter discussion
questions, this resource is designed to give beginning university students and other new entrants to the field a comprehensive,
easy-to-understand first overview of the field. The book’s broad scope also makes it useful as a foundation for professionals
embarking on further study.
Aviation remains one of the most active and challenging domains for human factors and applied psychology. Since 1981, the
biennial International Symposium on Aviation Psychology (ISAP) has been convened for the purposes of (a) presenting the latest
research on human performance problems and opportunities within aviation systems, (b) envisioning design solutions that best
utilize human capabilities for creating safe and efficient aviation systems, and (c) bringing together scientists, research sponsors,
and operators in an effort to bridge the gap between research and application. Though rooted in the presentations of the 17th
ISAP, held in 2013 in Dayton, Ohio, Advances in Aviation Psychology is not simply a collection of selected proceeding papers.
Based upon the potential impact on emerging trends, current debates or enduring issues present in their work, select authors were
invited to expand on their work following the benefit of interactions at the symposium. The invited authors include the featured
keynote and plenary speakers who are all leading scientists and prominent researchers that were selected to participate at the
symposium. These contributions are supplemented by additional contributors whose work best reflects significant developments in
aviation psychology. Consequently the volume includes visions for the next generation of air management and air traffic control,
the integration of unmanned (i.e. remotely piloted vehicles) into operational air spaces, and the use of advanced information
technologies (e.g. synthetic task environments) for research and training. This book is the first in a series of volumes to be
published in conjunction with each subsequent ISAP. The aim of each volume is not only to report the latest findings in aviation
psychology but also to suggest new directions for advancing the field.
This book responds to a gap in the literature in International Relations (IR) by integrating technology more systematically into
analyses of global politics. Technology facilitates, accelerates, automates, and exercises capabilities that are greater than human
abilities. And yet, within IR, the role of technology often remains under-studied. Building on insights from science and technology
studies (STS), assemblage theory and new materialism, this volume asks how international politics are made possible, knowable,
and durable by and through technology. The contributors provide empirically rich and pertinent accounts of a variety of
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technologies relevant to the discipline, including drones, algorithms, satellite imagery, border management databases, and
blockchains. Problematizing various technologically mediated issues, such as secrecy, violence, and questions of how authority
and evidence become constituted in international contexts, this book will be of interest to scholars in IR, in particular those who
work in the subfields of (critical) security studies, International Political Economy, and Global Governance.
The barrage of data overload is threatening the ability of people to effectively operate in a wide range of systems including aircraft
cockpits and ground control stations, military command and control centers, intelligence operations, emergency management,
medical systems, air traffic control centers, automobiles, financial and business management systems, space exploration, and
power and process control rooms. All of these systems need user interfaces that allow people to effectively manage the
information available to gain a high level of understanding of what is currently happening and projections on what will happen next.
They need systems designed to support situation awareness. Addressing the information gap between the plethora of
disorganized, low-level data and what decision makers really need to know, Designing for Situation Awareness: An Approach to
User-Centered Design, Second Edition provides a successful, systematic methodology and 50 design principles for engineers and
designers seeking to improve the situation awareness of their systems' users based on leading research on a wide range of
relevant issues. See what’s new in the Second Edition: Significantly expanded and updated examples throughout to a wider range
of domains New Chapters: Situation Awareness Oriented Training and Supporting SA in Unmanned and Remotely Operated
Vehicles Updated research findings and expanded discussion of the SA design principles and guidelines to cover new areas of
development Mica R. Endsley is a pioneer and world leader in the study and application of situation awareness in advanced
systems. Debra G. Jones work is focused on designing large-scale and complex systems to support situation awareness and
dynamic decision making. Completely revised and updated, liberally illustrated with actual design examples, this second edition
demonstrates how people acquire and interpret information and examines the factors that undermine this process. Endsley and
Jones distill their expertise and translate current research into usable, applicable methods and guidelines.
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